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NPI eº u Prahy, Czeh Republi
(Reeived January 31, 2002)
The prodution of nulear bremsstrahlung (E

> 30MeV) has been
studied in heavy-ion ollisions, as well as proton and -partile ollisions
with nulei. In heavy-ion reations the measured photon spetra show an
exponential shape dominated by the inoherent sum of photons produed
in rst-hane ollisions. Photon spetra, angular distributions and multi-
pliities at 60A MeV indiate that a signiant fration of photons is emit-
ted in seondary nuleonnuleon ollisions from a thermally equilibrated
system. In 200 MeV  + p ollisions the inoherent ontribution to the
photon spetrum is observed as well at low photon energies, while oherent
bremsstrahlung is observed at the highest photon energies from radiative
apture into unbound states of
5
Li. In 190 MeV proton reations with light
and heavy targets photon spetra have been measured up to the kinemati
limit. At high photon energies the spetra show the expeted behaviour
from rst-hane ollisions. Below a 80 MeV a signiant suppression of
the photon yield is observed. We attribute this eet to the interferene
of photon amplitudes due to multiple sattering of nuleons in the nulear
medium.
PACS numbers: 13.40.f, 13.75.n, 13.75.Cs, 25.10.+s





In ollisions between nuleons eletromagneti radiation an be emitted
due to the rapid hange in the nuleon veloity (bremsstrahlung). Aord-
ingly, in nuleusnuleus ollisions bremsstrahlung is emitted due to the in-
dividual ollisions of the onstituent nuleons. Despite their low prodution
rates, photons are a unique probe of the dynamial evolution of the nulear
system reated in nuleusnuleus or protonnuleus ollisions. At variane
with harged partiles and nulear fragments, photons are primordial ob-
servables beause they do not suer nal-state interations from Coulomb or
strong interations with the surrounding medium, thus providing an undis-
turbed image of the photon prodution proess. Earlier experiments with
protons and heavy ions [1℄ indiated that bremsstrahlung is dominantly
produed in rst-hane protonneutron ollisions. Consequently, dynam-
ial nulear reation models inlude photon prodution in the inoherent
quasi-free ollision limit, i.e., free nuleonnuleon (NN) bremsstrahlung
ross setions are employed assuming on-shell nuleons and the intensities
of the individual sattering proesses are added rather than their ampli-
tudes. Hard-photons have thus been exploited to probe the pre-equilibrium
onditions prevailing in the initial high-density phase of nuleusnuleus re-
ations [2, 3℄.
At suiently high inident energies there is enough energy available for
photon prodution in subsequent ollisions. Therefore multiple-sattering
proesses beome important in reations of protons with nulei. A signif-
iant eet on the radiation proess is expeted due to the inuene of
multiple sattering and o-shell propagation of nuleons. In this ase, the
bremsstrahlung amplitudes from dierent steps in the sattering proess in-
terfere and, therefore, the individual bremsstrahlung ontributions may not
be added inoherently. This so alled LPM eet was predited by Landau,
Pomeran£uk, and Migdal [4℄ for the suessive Coulomb sattering of ele-
trons in matter, resulting in a redued bremsstrahlung rate one the mean
free path is shorter than the oherene length. This suppression has been re-
ported for pair reation from osmi-ray photons [5℄, and for bremsstrahlung
from high-energy eletrons [6℄ in aelerator experiments. The general im-
portane of oherene eets on partile prodution and absorption in (non)-
equilibrium dense matter has been disussed in the literature [79℄. Suh
eets are, e.g., relevant for soft photon and dilepton prodution in hot
hadroni matter [10, 11℄. However, no quantitative analysis for the LPM
eet in nulear bremsstrahlung has been reported so far. To study the
inuene of the nulear medium on the bremsstrahlung spetrum we have
measured the energy spetra and angular distributions of photons up to the
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kinemati limit in reations of 190 MeV protons with a range of targets.
A strong suppression of bremsstrahlung relative to a quasi-free prodution
model is observed in the low-energy regime of the photon spetrum, ontrary
to observations in heavy-ion ollisions.
2. Experiment
Here we report on some aspets of the experimental program with the
photon spetrometer TAPS [12,13℄ at the AGOR faility of the KVI Gronin-
gen using
36
Ar,  and proton beams. The photon spetrometer TAPS was
ongured in 6 bloks of 64 BaF
2
rystals eah at a distane of 66 m from




on both sides of the beam with an azimuthal aeptane of  21
Æ
<  < 21
Æ
.
The granularity of the TAPS setup resulted in an angular resolution of 5.2
Æ
.
Photons were separated from nulear partiles via their time-of-ight with
respet to the Radio-Frequeny signal (RF) of the ylotron. The time res-
olution was about 1 ns (FWHM). In addition, pulse-shape disrimination
was employed. The event trigger required an energy deposition of at least
5 MeV in a BaF
2
module. The signals from the plasti veto detetors in
front of the BaF
2
sintillators were used to selet photons and protons on
the trigger level. The relative energy alibration was determined from the
harateristi energy deposited by osmi-ray muons. The absolute alibra-
tion was provided by the 
0
mass peak and the 15.1 MeV photons originating
from inelasti proton sattering on
12
C. A small residual bakground from
osmi-ray muons within the trigger gate was removed by subtrating the
photon spetrum obtained by gating on a random time window with respet
to the RF.
Two-photon invariant mass spetra from events with two oinident pho-
tons were analysed in order to obtain the 
0
deay ontribution. The raw

0
distributions were orreted for the nite aeptane and the response
of TAPS. The measured pion distribution was extrapolated by Monte Carlo
simulations [14, 15℄ into regions of missing aeptane by analysing the an-
gular distributions in small energy bins of 2 MeV.
In the heavy-ion experiments two phoswih multi-detetors, the Wash-
ington University Dwarf Ball (DB) [16℄ and the KVI Forward Wall (FW)
[17℄, were added to TAPS to allow the isotopi identiation of the Light
Charged Partiles (LCP: p, d, t,
3
He and ) and the harge of the interme-
diate mass fragments up to that of the projetile by means of pulse-shape
tehniques. The DB was omposed of 64 BC400CsI(Tl) phoswih tele-
sopes in the angular range 32
Æ
<  < 168
Æ
, and the FW hodosope om-
prised 92 NE102ANE115 EE phoswih detetors in the forward region
(2:5
Æ

















C reations at 60A MeV have been studied. The hard-
photon spetra of the Au, Ag and Ni targets feature two distint omponents
above 30 MeV (Fig. 1 left, for the Au target). These spetra an be desribed







, orresponding to a diret (rst-hane) and a thermal om-
ponent originating from seondary pn proesses [18℄. The diret slopes of
the three heaviest targets, E
d
0
 20 MeV, are two to three times larger than
the thermal ones, E
t
0
 69 MeV, and the thermal ontribution represents
15%20% of the total yield.
Suh thermal hard-photons hene onstitute a novel and lean probe of
the intermediate dissipative stages of the reation where nulear fragmen-
tation an take plae. Photons thus may provide the time-sale of suh
reations and allow to haraterise the thermodynamial state of the frag-
































Ar+C at 60A MeV
 
Fig. 1. Photon spetra (E






spetrum tted by the sum of two exponential distributions, a diret (solid line)
and a thermal (dashed line) ontribution; right:
36
Ar+C spetrum tted by a single
exponential distribution.
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ates that multifragmentation is, at least for this reation, a slow proess
preeded by the thermalization of the system.





C reation and diret bremsstrahlung alone aounts for the
whole photon emission already above E

 20 MeV (Fig. 1, right). Suh
a light system does not provide a suient number of nuleonnuleon ol-
lisions needed for thermalization to take plae. Thus, pure rst-hane
bremsstrahlung dominates the entire bremsstrahlung emission.
4. Coherent bremsstrahlung
From hard photon prodution in heavy-ion reations the generally a-
epted piture emerged that the inoherent superposition of bremsstrahlung
proesses in individual NN ollisions is the dominating proess. For the rst
time oherent bremsstrahlung ould be demonstrated in the  + p system
studied at 50AMeV [19℄. Beause of the strong binding of the -partile,
the quasi free proess an only lead to bremsstrahlung with E

< 22 MeV,
while at higher energy, up to the kinemati limit of E
max
= 39 MeV,
bremsstrahlung an only be produed oherently in this reation. In fat,
we nd oherently produed hard photons to be the dominant radiative pro-
















Fig. 2. Inlusive photon energy spetrum (in the .m. frame) for the  + p reation
at 50 MeV/nuleon. The statistial errors are smaller than the symbols. The global
t (solid line) is deomposed into the lassial bremsstrahlung spetrum (dashed
line) and two ontributions representing apture to the two low-lying resonanes
in
5
Li, i.e. the unbound ground state and the rst exited state (dotted lines).
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frame the photon energy spetra at all angles exhibit the same harateris-
ti shape as shown in Fig. 2. The shape of this spetrum is very dierent
from that of the hard photons in nuleusnuleus reations. The low-energy
photon spetrum appears to have a lassial 1=E

shape. Photons with en-
ergies lose to the kinemati limit have been assoiated with diret apture
to the two lowest states of the unbound
5
Li. The data have been ompared
with model alulations in whih oherent bremsstrahlung and diret ap-
ture are treated onsistently as one and the same proess. The alulations
qualitatively reprodue these two features of the data.
The studies of oherent bremsstrahlung from the diret apture to the
lowest states of the unbound
5
Li have motivated the extension of this teh-
nique to study
6
He. In partiular, the onguration of the two halo neutrons
relative to the  ore might lead to dierent apture proesses on various
subsystems of
6
He. Diret apture on the onstituents of
6
He might be
observed as a quasi-free proess in addition to apture into
7
Li. The exper-
iment was arried out at GANIL with a 40AMeV
6
He beam on a proton
target [20℄.
The Quasi-Free Capture (QFC) proesses were investigated by measur-
ing photons in oinidene with fragments lighter than
7
Li. Photon energy
spetra and fragment momentum distributions are ompared in Fig. 3 with
a QFC model. Inlusion of the fragment nal-state interation appears im-
portant to orretly desribe the measured fragment momentum distribu-
tions. Fig. 3(),(d) reveals evidene for QFC on the  ore, whereby the
two halo neutrons behave as spetators. The photon spetrum measured in
oinidene with  partiles resembles that observed for the + p reation
shown in Fig. 2. The bakground, however, arising from
6
He breakup, in
whih the  partile is deteted and the halo neutrons interat with the pho-
ton detetor, is signiant (dotted line in Fig. 3()). Therefore, also -n
oinidenes have been studied, for whih some 30 events were observed.
The resulting spetra exhibit the 1=E shape for neutrons (open squares)
and, more importantly, a higher peak-to-ontinuum signal at 27 MeV for




In the ase of
6
Li oinidenes, two lines were observed (Fig. 3(a))
at 30 and 3.5 MeV. These are learly assoiated with the formation of
6
Li
and the deay of the seond exited state, at 3.56 MeV, the T = 1 analogue
of
6
He g.s. Finally, d oinidenes present a peak in the photon energy
spetrum at E

= 2022 MeV (Fig. 3(e)). However, the QFC proess on
the two halo neutrons was not observed despite suient eieny of the




Henn with a relatively large nn separation, in agreement
with Ref. [21℄.




























































Fig. 3. Photon energy in the
6
He + p .m. system (left) and momentum distribu-
tion of the oinident fragment (right) for
6
Li (upper),  partiles (middle), and
deuterons (lower panels). The solid lines are QFC alulations for the sublusters
5
He, , and one halo neutron, respetively. The dashed lines on the right are
without fragment FSI.
5. Soft bremsstrahlung suppression
To study the inuene of the nulear medium on the bremsstrahlung
spetrum we have measured the energy spetra and angular distributions of
photons up to the kinemati limit in reations of 190 MeV protons with
a range of targets. A strong suppression of bremsstrahlung relative to
a quasi-free prodution model is observed in the low-energy regime of the
834 H. Löhner
photon spetrum [22℄. Fig. 4 shows a ompilation of the photon spetra
at a laboratory angle of 75
Æ
for the four targets studied here. The double







of eah reation with target mass number A. The




+ Q, where Q is the
Q-value of the reation and T
:m:
the enter-of-mass energy. If plotted as




, all data in Fig. 4 above 100
MeV fall on the same urve [14,23℄ (Fig. 5). The shape of the photon spe-
tra displays a plateau between 30 and 80 MeV and an exponential derease
towards the kinemati limit. This shape is dierent from photon spetra
in heavy ion reations [24, 25℄, where nearly exponential slopes have been
observed above 30 MeV. The rise at photon energies below 30 MeV for the
heavier targets an be attributed to statistial photon emission.
For omparison with dynamial model alulations inluding the multiple-
sattering proess we employ the Intra-Nulear Casade (INC) ode of Cug-
non [26℄. The INCmodel was hosen beause it reprodues well many aspets
of protonnuleus reations at these bombarding energies [27℄. Furthermore





























Fig. 4. Target-mass dependene of photon spetra for the C (irles), Ni (triangles),
Ag (squares), and Au (rosses) targets at a laboratory angle of 75
Æ
. The double
dierential ross setions have been normalized to the geometrial reation ross
setion.


























Fig. 5. Target-mass dependene of photon spetra for the C (irles), Ni (triangles),
Ag (squares), and Au (rosses) targets at a laboratory angle of 75
Æ
. The double
dierential ross setions have been normalized to the geometrial reation ross





orrelations between sattered partiles. This is a neessary feature for the
inlusion of the NN bremsstrahlung prodution in a non-perturbative man-
ner with the kinematially orret pn proess using the SoftPhoton Ap-
proximation (SPA) for free pn bremsstrahlung [29℄. We found that the
optimal way to implement Pauli bloking in INC was ahieved by requiring
all nal sattering states to lie above the Fermi surfae. The nuleon phase-
spae distributions from the INC alulations agree well with those obtained
using the BoltzmannUehlingUhlenbek (BUU) [30℄ transport model. The
BUU results desribe the photon spetrum (E

> 30 MeV) from 180AMeV
Ar+Ca ollisions fairly well [25℄ although slightly overprediting the yield
on the soft side of the spetrum.
Fig. 6 shows the photon spetrum for the Au target at 75
Æ
in omparison
with the INC and BUU results. Both models agree quite well with eah
other in the full spetrum but overestimate signiantly the experimental
photon yield at low and intermediate photon energies (E

100 MeV). Good
agreement between the experimental data and the alulations is found in
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Fig. 6. Photon spetrum for 190 MeV p+Au at an angle of 75
Æ
(lled irles), om-
pared to results of the INC (thin-line histogram) and BUU (dashed line) models.
The dashed histogram shows the multiple-step ontribution from the INC model.
The thik-line histogram is the INC result multiplied with the quenhing fator f
q
from Eq. (1).
step ontribution from INC has been indiated separately in Fig. 6. The
overall agreement between experiment and theory would be muh better if no
multiple sattering was taken into aount. It seems as if multiple-sattering
proesses are overestimated in theory. However, the amount of multiple
sattering in INC has been heked against the experimental proton yields
at large angles. These proton yields, in whih multiple-sattering proesses
are essential, agree within the error margins for all targets studied [14℄.
Therefore, multiple sattering is well desribed.





 2 fm, based on an average NN sattering ross setion 
NN
= 30 mb [31℄
at 190 MeV and the nulear saturation density  = 0:16 fm
 3
. Therefore,
nulear bremsstrahlung an be quenhed for a photon wavelength   
mfp




 90MeV. The strength of quenhing of
ourse inreases with dereasing photon energy. In a simplied model based
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on the lassial desription of bremsstrahlung prodution in hard ollisions
we have estimated the analytial shape of the LPM eet in a two-step
p+nuleus reation [14℄. Eah segment of the proton trajetories denes
a prodution amplitude with a denite relative phase and therefore must be
added oherently. The time between two ollisions is haraterized by the











 4 fm/. The fator g takes into aount that in subsequent
ollisions the veloity of the leading partile is redued. A value g  0:5 is
expeted to desribe the mean time between the rst and seond ollision,
i.e.,   8 fm/. Averaging over the time distribution (1=) exp ( t=) we
derive the following quenhing fator, whose analytial form is motivated by





















The parameter  is related to the fration of energy remaining for the leading
partile in subsequent ollisions [14℄, i.e.,   1=g
2
 0:25.  is an overall
saling fator. The INC alulation was adjusted in an ad ho manner to
aount for medium eets by multiplying the spetrum obtained from INC
with the quenhing fator f
q
from Eq. (1).
The experimental data were tted with the produt (INC f
q
), where
INC represents the full INC spetrum and ,  and  are free parameters.







nd   1 and a mean ollision time  = 2:4 0:6 fm/ for the Ni, Ag and
Au targets and 3:70:5 fm/ for the C target. These values for the ollision
time are muh smaller than the expeted average time interval between two
hard NN ollisions in nulei (8 fm/, see above). From this observation
one must onlude that hard NN ollisions alone are insuient to explain
the quenhing of soft photons. Other eets likely to inrease the observed
ollision frequeny (redued parameter ) may be multiple soft ollisions,
but also a modiation of the elementary photon prodution proess in the
nulear medium. The latter hypothesis is supported by the observation
that the dipole ontribution expeted from the elementary protonneutron
angular distribution appears to be absent in the reations studied here (see
Fig. 7), as was observed also elsewhere [33℄. In our data we observe the
orresponding result also from the fat that  inreases from  = 0:96 0:06
at 75
Æ






























Fig. 7. Photon angular distribution in the NN enter-of-mass system for photon
energies above 40MeV for 190 MeV p+C. The lines are the result of ts using an
isotropi and a dipole omponent.
6. Soft photons in quantum transport theory
The separation between dynamial eets and LPM quenhing is ompli-
ated due to the partitioning of the NN interation in the nulear medium
into a mean-eld and a ollision omponent in the models. The available dy-
namial models are all of semilassial nature and our new data indiate the
need to inlude onsistently the medium modiations and the interferene
phenomena. The development of a quantum transport theory for photon
prodution in intermediate-energy proton+nuleus reations, was already
started in Ref. [34℄ but did not go beyond the onventional quasi-partile
approximation, i.e., the orrelations and o-shell nuleon propagation in
the medium were not taken into aount. A new approah has been taken
up reently [9℄. The in-medium photon prodution ross setion is alu-
lated from a mirosopi NN interation inluding the spetral width of
the baryon propagators. Two soures of multiple-sattering eets an be
identied: one of minor importane is sattering of nal state nuleons be-
fore or after photon radiation; more signiant appears to be the multiple
sattering during o-shell nuleon propagation before the photon is emitted.
Preliminary results [35℄ for a 200 MeV p+nuleus reation indiate that this
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approah leads to a remarkable suppression of soft photons below 80 MeV,
in qualitative agreement with our data. This approah requires, however,
a non-zero temperature of the target nuleons. Reently, another theoreti-
al approah [36℄ was taken where the kineti equations that determine the
evolution of the two-partile Green's funtion in matter were derived in the
transport approximation for soft-photon prodution. The orrelations in the
medium allow multiple sattering to our without requiring multiple hard
ollisions, thus yielding Eq. (1) with f
q
( = 1;  = 
0
), i.e. g = 1, in agree-
ment with the empirial result. We thus obtain an energy dependene of the




































to desribe the kine-
mati limit whih is absent in the soft photon approah. (The preise form
of this limit may vary, f. [33℄.) The proton to neutron ratio (Z=N) desribes
the redued quenhing observed in heavy nulei. The absolute ross setion
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Fig. 8. Photon spetrum at a laboratory angle of 75
Æ
for 190 MeV p+Au (top,
lled irles) and p+C (bottom, irles). The histograms indiate the results from
the INC model. The solid urves are obtained using Eq. (2), the dotted grey lines
orrespond to Eq. (2) with the ollision frequeny set to zero.
840 H. Löhner
The suppression of soft photons an be desribed quantitatively as shown
in Fig. 8 by the solid lines. The amount of quenhing an be seen from
a omparison with the result where the ollision frequeny (i.e., ~=
0
) is set
to zero (the dotted urves). This approahes the quasi-free result of the
INC model. Eq. (2) desribes also well the published data [23, 33, 37℄ for
168 MeV p+Tb and 145 MeV p+Pb by only adjusting 
0
aording to the
respetive beam energy, see Fig. 9. This shows that also at lower beam
energy quenhing ours, but the eet at photon energies above 30 MeV is














































Fig. 9. Photon spetrum at a laboratory angle of 90
Æ
for 168 MeV p+Tb (top, lled
squares) and 145 MeV p+Pb (bottom, lled squares). The histograms indiate the
results from the INC model. The solid urves are obtained using Eq. (2), the
dotted urves orrespond to Eq. (2) with the ollision frequeny set to zero.
In summary, we observe a strong suppression of the soft bremsstrahlung
ross setion in omparison with the predition of transport models that in-
lude bremsstrahlung on basis of quasi-free nuleonnuleon ollisions. New
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theoretial models are being developed using simplied reation dynamis
but taking into aount medium eets suh as nuleon orrelations and
o-shell propagation of the nuleons involved in the photon prodution. An
analytial form for the bremsstrahlung prodution in nulear matter based
on these assumptions was obtained whih desribes the suppression of soft
bremsstrahlung. These results show the importane of multiple-sattering
proesses beyond the lassial piture of multiple hard ollisions.
7. Outlook to pioni fusion
A highly oherent mehanism is required if the prodution of a single
pion in a nulear reation demands a signiant fration of the available
energy. In the extreme limit, the total exess energy may be onentrated
in the pion eld, the pion is emitted and the olliding nulei fuse to a united
nuleus in a spei bound state.
In nulear reations mesons an be produed at ollision energies per nu-
leon whih are onsiderably below the threshold energy in the free nuleon
nuleon system. Dynamial phase-spae alulations provide a reasonable
predition at energies lose to the meson prodution threshold. They under-
estimate, however, severely the ross setions at energies deeply below the
threshold, i.e. for a threshold fration f < 0.2 [38℄, where f is the kineti en-




. Quantal and dynamial utuations have been studied but the
alulations still underestimate the data [39℄. This unsatisfatory situation
reets the urrent poor understanding of the relevant many-body proesses
and raises the question, whih mehanisms govern the transfer of energy to the
meson hannel. The required high relative energy among olliding nuleons
might originate from many-body orrelations or ooperative multiple olli-
sions. Also multi-step proesses with intermediate nuleon resonanes might
at as energy storage to onentrate the required meson-prodution energy.
In order to gain insight into this genuine quantum many-body problem
and to provide lear test ases for theory, well-dened and simple reations
need to be addressed. This will gain the neessary restritions on relevant
quantum numbers (spin, isospin) and provide the seletivity for partiular
proesses. Sub-nuleoni degrees of freedom in nulei are involved through
the intermediate exitation of nuleon resonanes. In ontrast with inlusive
pion prodution, where the phase-spae of the unobserved system dominates
the ross setion, we onsider the extreme limit of pioni fusion, i.e. the




! B(J; I) +  leading to a spei
bound state of the nal nuleus B with spin and isospin quantum numbers























where Q denotes the Q-value of the omplete fusion proess. In this ase there
are no spetator nuleons and the reation is highly oherent. The ross
setion is determined by the properties of the transition amplitude whih
ontains the details on the reation dynamis and the struture of the nulear
fragments.
It is the experimental hallenge to explore suitable target-projetile om-
binations in order to limit the number of possible intermediate states. Start-
ing with an isosalar entrane hannel, the nature of the pion-prodution
proess neessitates a spin and isospin hange by one unit, thus leaving the
nal nuleus in an isospin I = 1 state. The omplete mirosopi alulation
of suh a proess is a theoretial hallenge whih involves a orret desrip-
tion of the nulear wave funtions, the elementary pion-nuleon interation
and the de-exitation of the nal pion-nuleus system. The sensitivity to
properties of intermediate baryoni resonanes makes the pioni fusion pro-
ess an important and deisive tool.
A sare body of data is available for pioni fusion in light systems as




He. Truly mirosopi alulations are limited to
ases where the projetile is a proton [40℄. The ross setions are quali-
tatively desribed, but severely underestimated, in a mirosopi reation
model inluding intermediate baryon resonane exitation [41℄. In a novel
experimental approah (see setup in Fig. 10) we intend to study the pioni
fusion proess by exlusive pion prodution in overdetermined kinematis.




Li pioni fusion studies us-
ing the BBS spetrometer, the TAPS photon spetrometer and the Plasti Ball
bakward hemisphere for neutral pions.
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This requires a suitable ombination of detetor systems that allow to mea-
sure the emitted pion, the residual nuleus and the  deay from the fused
system in order to determine the exited state. Only in this way one an
guarantee leaner and truly exlusive data providing also the angular distri-
bution of pions. In partiular, we aim to study here the reation
6
Li (I = 0) +
6




(I = 1) + 
0
leading to the 15.1 MeV exited state of
12
C whih an be deteted by the
M1  deay to the ground state. A beam energy of 260 MeV will lead
to about 7 MeV above the absolute threshold for the 15.1 MeV exited
state. This hoie will produe pion momenta k

40 MeV/ and allows




C data from Ref. [42℄. Our reation oers
ideal onditions for the detetion of all nal-state partiles.
8. Conlusions
In heavy-ion reations an additional soure of photon emission, softer
than the one originating in the well-known rst-hane pn proess, has
been observed, aounting for up to a third of the total bremsstrahlung
yield. The origin of this seond omponent has been loalised in seondary
NN ollisions within a thermalizing system.
The investigation of oherent bremsstrahlung prodution in the reation
p(; ) at 50AMeV has demonstrated that the high-energy photon spe-
trum is dominated by apture to form
5
Li. Suh results have motivated
the extension of this tehnique to study radiative apture of protons on the
halo nuleus
6




Li reation, evidene for
quasi-free apture on subsystems (
5
He,  and n) of
6
He has been found.
Of partiular importane is the observation of events whih orrespond to
the previously measured p(; ) reation, as well as the non-observation of
apture on a di-neutron.
New experimental data have been presented for nulear bremsstrahlung
from the soft-photon region up to the kinemati limit in proton+nuleus
reations. A strong suppression of the soft bremsstrahlung ross setion is
observed ontrary to expetations based on quasi-free NN ollisions. In
order to explain this result, medium eets suh as nuleon orrelations and
o-shell propagation of the nuleons involved in the photon prodution need
to be onsidered in ollisions where the mean-free path is shorter than the
oherene length of the produed photons.
In a future experiment the highly oherent mehanism of pioni fusion
will be studied in an exlusive experiment.
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